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Superconductivity: a state of matter with zero
electrical resistivity
Discovery 1911
Heike Kamerlingh Onnes (1853-1926)

Superconductor repels magnetic field
Meissner and Ochsenfeld, Berlin 1933

Microscopic Theory for Superconductivity 1957

BCS Theory generally accepted in the early 1970s

Fermions, Bosons, and Cooper Pairs
Energy
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Superconductivity in the cuprates

•
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Discovered in 1986 by Bednorz and Müller
Totally different materials

-

In the normal state
conventional superconductors are metals
cuprates are insulators or poor conductors
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Twenty years later
No predictive power for Tc in known materials
No predictive power for design of new SC materials
No explanation for other unusual properties of
cuprates (pseudogap, transport, ...)
Only partial consensus on which materials aspects
are essential for high-Tc superconductivity
No controlled solution for proposed models
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The role of inhomogeneities
a Underdoped

Stripes in neutron scattering:
Tranquada et al. ’95,
Mook et al., ’00, ...

Random SC gap
modulations in STM
(BSCCO):
Lang et al. ‘02

20 meV

b As grown

Random gap
modulations above Tc
(BSCCO):
Gomes et al. ‘07

Charge ordered
“checkerboard” state
(Na doped cuprates):
Hanaguri et al. ‘04

64 meV

Outline
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Brief introduction into superconductivity and the cuprates
Background: The two dimensional Hubbard model and the
DCA/QMC method
Simulational studies with the DCA/QMC method
Algorithmic improvements and a method to study effects of
disorder an nanoscale inhomogeneities

-

Accelerating Hirsch-Fye QMC with delayed updates

-

Disorder averaging and a first study of how disorder affects the
superconducting transition temperature

Mixed precision and multithreaded implementations (GPU in
particular)

DCA++, concurrency, scaling, and performance

-

Results for Cray XT4 and first results for a PF/s scale system

Summary and conclusions

From cuprate materials to the Hubbard model
La2CuO4
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2D Hubbard model and its physics
i
t

Half filling: number of carriers = number of sites
Formation of a magnetic moment
when U is large enough
Antiferromagnetic alignment of
neighboring moments

U

t

Energy

j

U

J = 4t2/U

1. When t >> U:

2. When U >> 8t at half filling (not doped)

Model describes a metal with
band width W=8t

Model describes a “Mott Insulator” with antiferromagnetic ground state
(as seen experimentally seen in undoped cuprates)
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Hubbard model for the cuprates

3. Parameter range relevant for superconducting cuprates
U≈8t
Finite doping levels (0.05 – 0.25)
Typical values: U~10eV; t~0.9eV; J~0.2eV;

No simple solution!

(0.1eV ~ 103 Kelvin)

The challenge: a (quantum) multi-scale problem
Antiferromagnetic
correlations / nano-scale
gap fluctuations

Thurston et al. (1998)

Superconductivity
(macroscopic)

N~

On-site Coulomb
repulsion (~A)

complexity ~

N
4

Gomes et al. (2007)
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Quantum cluster theories

Maier et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. ’05

Antiferromagnetic correlations /
nano-scale gap fluctuations
Thurston et al. (1998)

Superconductivity
(macroscopic)

On-site Coulomb
repulsion (~A)

Explicitly treat
correlations within a
localized cluster

Gomes et al. (2007)

Coherently embed cluster into effective medium

Treat macro-scopic
scales within meanfield

Green’s functions in quantum many-body theory
!
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Noninteracting Hamiltonian &
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Fourier transform & analytic continuation:
Hubbard Hamiltonian
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Hide symmetry in algebraic properties of field operators
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Sketch of the Dynamical Cluster Approximation
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Reciprocal space
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Bulk lattice
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Σ(z, K)
Integrate out remaining
degrees of freedom

DCA

Embedded cluster with
periodic boundary conditions

Solve many-body problem with quantum Monte Carole on cluster
➣Essential assumption: Correlations are short ranged

DCA method: self-consistently determine the
“effective” medium
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Quantum cluster
solver
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Systematic solution and analysis of the pairing
mechanism in the 2D Hubbard Model

•

First systematic solution demonstrates existence of a superconducting transition in
2D Hubbard model Maier,et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 237001 (2005)

•

Study the mechanism responsible for
pairing in the model

-

Analyze the particle-particle vertex
Pairing is mediated by spin fluctuations
Maier, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 96 47005 (2006)

‣ Spin fluctuation “Glue”

tional superconductors.
zero, hence attractive and pair-forming. One
In the case of dynamic screening, the could say that superconductivity results from
Coulomb interaction e2/r (where e is the elec- the bosonic interaction via phonons; but it is
tron charge and r is the distance between equally valid to say instead that it results
charges) is suppressed by the dielectric con- from the renormalization that gives us the
stant of other electrons and ions. The plasma pseudopotential µ* rather than µ. This does
of other electrons damps away the long-range not appear in an Eliashberg analysis; it is just
“We have a mammoth (U) and
an elephant
in our refrigerator - do we care much if
1/r behavior
and leaves(J)
a screened
core, e 2 exp(–κ r )/ r (where κ is
there is also a mouse?”
the screening constant), that acts
P.W. Anderson, Science 316, instantaneously,
1705 (2007) for practical purposes, and is still very repulsive.
see also www.sciencemag.org/cgi/eletters/316/5832/1705
By taking the Fourier transform of
“Scalapino is not a glue sniffer”
the interaction in both space and
time, we obtain a potential energy
Relative importance of resonant
valence
bond
V , which
is a function
of frequency
ω and wavenumber q; the screened
and spin-fluctuation mechanisms
Coulombic core, for instance,
2
2
2
Maier et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100
237001
transforms
to V(2008)
s = e /(q + κ ) and
independent
frequency.
This
Fraction of superconducting is
gap
arising from of
frequencies
≤Ω
1.00
interaction must then be screened
by the dielectric constant (a)
εph be0.80
cause of polarization of the
phonons, leading to a f inal expres- “We have a mammoth and an elephant in our refrigerator—
0.60
sion V = e2/[(q2 +κ2)εph(q, U=8
ω)]. This do we care much if there is also a mouse?”
U=10
dielectric constant is different
0.40
U=12 from
1 only near the lower frequencies of the the type of correction ignored in this analysis.
0.20
phonons. It screens out much of the Coulomb
The above is an instructive example to
kA=(0,"); <n>=0.8 doesn’t
Bothhapretarded
spin-fluctuations
andis by
nonrepulsion, but “overscreening”
show that
the Eliashberg theory
no
0.00
pen: When we get to the very low frequency means a formalism that universally demonretarded exchange
interaction J conof the energy gap, V is still (b)
repulsive.
strates the nature of the pairing interaction; it
2.0
Instead of accounting for the interaction
merely
a convenient
effective theory of any
tribute to isthe
pairing
interaction
1.5
U=10
as a whole, the Eliashberg picture treats only portion of the interaction that comes from
1.0
the phonon contribution formally, replacing low-frequency bosons. There is no reason to
Dominant contribution comes
0.5
the high-frequency part of the potential with a believe that this framework is appropriate to
single parameter. But the dielectricfrom
descripdescribe a system where the pairing depends
spin-fluctuations!
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tion more completely
clarif ies the physics, on entirely different physics.
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Moving toward a resolution of debate over
pairing mechanism in the 2D Hubbard model

•

-

I(kA,!)

-
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•

Hirsch-Fye Quantum Monte Carole (HF-QMC) for
the quantum cluster solver Hirsch & Fye, Phys. Rev. Lett. 56, 2521 (1998)
Partition function & Metropolis Monte Carlo Z =

!

Acceptance criterion for M-MC move:

min{1, eE[xk ]−E[xk+1 ] }

Partition function & HF-QMC:

Z∼

!
si ,l

matrix of dimensions Nt × Nt

Acceptance:

e−E[x]/kB T dx

det[Gc (si , l)
Nc

−1

]

Nl ≈ 102
Nt = Nc × Nl ≈ 2000

min{1, det[Gc ({si , l}k )]/ det[Gc ({si , l}k+1 )]}

Update of accepted Green’s function:
Gc ({si , l}k+1 ) = Gc ({si , l}k ) + ak × bk

HF-QMC with Delayed updates (or Ed updates)
Gc ({si , l}k+1 ) = Gc ({si , l}k ) + ak × btk

t

Gc ({si , l}k+1 ) = Gc ({si , l}0 ) + [a0 |a1 |...|ak ] × [b0 |b1 |...|bk ]

2
O(kN
Complexity for k updates remains
t)

But we can replace k rank-1 updates with one matrix-matrix multiply plus
some additional bookkeeping.

Performance improvement with delayed updates
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MultiCore/GPU/Cell: threaded programming
Multi-core processors: OpenMP (or just MPI)
NVIDIA G80 GPU: CUDA, cuBLAS

IBM Cell BE: SIMD, threaded prog.

he eigenvalues, and is thus a sensitive measure.
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DCA++
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ues for
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in Figure
6 forprecision
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U single, and GPU single precision runs. As seen in

Run HF-QMC in single precision

0.021

Multiple runs to compute Tc:

an across runs was comparable between each of the

0.020

HF‐QMC cluster
solver

s on the devices – and certainly well within the

double precision runs
are identical
forruns
same
ease the confidence of this assessment,
the GPU
random number
ror in their mean Tc of less than sequence!
0.0008 relative to

DCA cluster
ion mean Tc (which
is within 0.05x of the standard
mapping

ouble precision runs).

Keep the rest of the code, in particular
cluster mapping in double precision

mance

Tc

Results
for mixed
and
any given configuration. Although
it will
require
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Figure
6: Comparison
of Tc results
Speedup of HF-QMC
updates
(2GHz
across
precision
Opteron vs. NVIDIA
8800GTS
GPU): and device
- 9x for offloading BLAS to GPU &
transferring all data
- 13x for offloading BLAS to GPU &
lazy data transfer
- 19x for full offload HF-updates &
full lazy data transfer

Acceleration of QMC Update Step

ordinary algorithm. The Green’s function update is performed
as a rank-k update (B L AS xG E M M matrix-matrix multiply
operation) according to

Disorder
| | · and
··|
| inhomogeneities
|···|
.
G k + 1 = G 0 + [a 0 a 1

a k ] [b 0 b 1

bk]

t

(19)

As in the original algorithm, this requires O ( k N t2 ) operations.
There is a small amount of redundant computation in updating
the diagonal vector d that is not required in the non-delayed
algorithm; however, the matrix-matrix multiply operation has
Hubbard
with
random
in U)
... need to disorder-average cluster Green function
many
more FModel
L OPs per
memory
accessdisorder
than the (eg.
rank-one
matrix update of the original algorithm, and therefore performs
Nd
!
!
!
1 consists of ν
much(ν)
better on most architectures
(more details will
(ν)be given Fig. 2. The D C A self-consistency loop that has to be iterated
†
= self-energy (usingGc (Xi , Xj , z)
Ui ni↑ ni↓ two essential parts. TheG
ciσ5).cjσ +
Cluster
mapping
the new
c (X
i − inXwhich
j , z)
inH
section =
I V-A−t
and in Figure
Nc function
Eq. (9) for all but the first iteration), the coarse grained Green
in
As is usual in !ij",σ
Monte Carlo simulations,
ν=1
i measurements Eq. (6) and the cluster excluded Green function in Eq. (7) are computed.
..
of physical quantities such as the cluster Green function In the present case, the quantum
cluster solver implements the H F-Q M C
.
( )
G c ( X i(ν)
− X j , z ) or two-particle correlation functions, 16
are algorithm with delayed updates (section II-C). Between these two steps the
functions are lattice Fourier transformed. The top level parallelization
Ui along
∈ {U,
0}; N
16 →
Ndsweeps
= 2 are isGreen’s
performed
the Markov
chain.
update
c =Several
over disorder configurations. For every disorder configuration we run
one
required
performed between measurements to ensure that the measure- cluster solver that itself is parallelized over Markov chains. The two red circles
indicate points where communications occurs. At the end of every communica=on
cluster
ments are fully decorrelated.
Algorithm 1 D C A/Q M C A lgorithm with Q M C cluster solver
(lines 5-10), disorder averaging (lines 4, 11-12), and D C A
cluster mapping (line 3, 13)
1: Set initial self-energy
2: repeat
3:
Compute the coarse-grained Green Function
4:
for Every disorder configuration (in parallel) do
5:
Perform warm-up steps
6:
for Every Markov chain (in parallel) do
7:
Update auxiliary fields
8:
Measure Green Function and observables
9:
end for
10:
Accumulate measurements over Markov chains
11:
end for
12:
Accumulate measurements over disorder configurations.
13:
Re-compute the self-energy
14: until self consistency is reached
The main parts in the simulation sequence of the H FQ M C can be summarized as follows: during the “warm-

solver, the measured Green’s .. function and charge susceptibility have to be
accumulated for every disorder. configuration. At the beginning of every cluster
random
walkers
mapping step, the Green’s
function
and charge susceptibility are averaged over
all configurations.

QMC cluster
solver

measure independent samples. This phase typically lasts for
approximately 50 sweeps though the space-time lattice. The
“measurement” phase of the calculations consists of Monte
Carlo moves and updates as well as measurements that are
typicallydisorder
performed every two, four, or eight sweeps depending
on the simulated
temperature (larger numbers of sweeps are
conﬁgura=ons
needed for lower temperatures as the auto-correlation time is
longer when the temperature is reduced). The H F-Q M C with
delayed updates is executed for every disorder configuration.
Averaging over disorder configurations leads to the cluster
Green function of a given D C A iteration, from which the selfDCA cluster
energy is recomputed.
The D C A loop is iterated until the selfenergy is converged
(see depiction in Figure 2 and algorithm
mapping
template 1).

DCA++ code from a concurrency point of view

..
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pthread / CUDA

up to 103 Markov
chains

..
.
random walkers

QMC cluster
solver

MPI AllReduce
MPI Broadcast

disorder
conﬁgura=ons

DCA cluster
mapping

Problem of interest:
~102 - 103 disorder
configurations
MPI AllReduce

DCA++: strong scaling on HF-QMC
Updates ! cgemm
Measurement ! zgemm

Gc(i)

Warm up

Sample

QMC time

..
.
random walkers

QMC cluster
solver

DCA cluster
mapping

..
.

Weak scaling on Cray XT4
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HF-QMC: 122 Markov chains on 122 cores
Weak scaling over disorder configurations
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Sustained performance of DCA++ on Cray XT4

Cray XT5 portion of Jaguar @ NCCS

Peak: 1.382 TF/s
Quad-Core AMD
Freq.: 2.3 GHz
150,176 cores
Memory: 300 TB
For more details, go to
www.nccs.gov

Sustained performance of DCA++ on Cray XT5
Weak scaling with number disorder configurations, each running on 128 Markov chains on
128 cores (16 nodes) - 16 site cluster and 150 time slides

51.9% efficiency

Summary

•
•

Today’s methods and computational capabilities allow us to take a deep look
into the mechanisms of high-Tc superconductivity

-

Simulations of superconducting transition in model without phonons
Dominant contribution to pairing mechanism: “glue” due to spin fluctuations

-

Algorithm: Hirsch-Fye QMC with delayed updates (>10x speedup)
Accelerator work motivated: mixed precision (almost 2x speedup)
Highly scalable implementation to study disorder and nanoscale inhomegeneities
Extensible implementation based on C++/STL generic programming model

-

NCCS 2004: Cray X1 with 5 TF/s peak, DCA/QMC sustained about 2 TF/s
(required high memory bandwidth)
NCCS 2008: factor 300 more in peak Flop/s & at least 20x due to algorithms
Future: Continuous time QMC - a new class of QMC algorithms

DCA++ - optimally mapping DCA/QMC method onto today’s hardware
architectures

• Sustained 1.35 PF/s on 150K cores of Cray XT5 portion of NCCS/Jaguar
- Sustained 625 TF/s on 130K cores in double precision (52% efficiency)
• More than 1000 fold capability enhancement since 2004:
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